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(Diwali Vacation Homework – 07
th

 Oct, 14 – 01
st

 Nov, 14) 

Class-VIth 

Mathematics 

1. Complete Chapter-10 (Mensuration) in your  School Note-Book. 

2. Do as directed in Scrap Book :- 

a. Write the Area and Perimeter/Circumference of the following 

figures :- 

i. Rectangle 

ii. Square 

iii. Triangle 

iv. Circle  

v. Rhombus 

vi. Trapezium 

b. Take at least five (5) leaves form your garden, Stick it into y our 

Scrap Book and Calculate Area (in Approximate units with the 

help of Graph). 

c. Write the benefits of Mathematics in your daily life. (at least 10 

points) 

Social - Science 

1. Was there a problem with BPL list that the Gram Sabha was 

finalizing? What was the problem? 

2. Why do you think Soorajmal kept quiet even though suraj asked him 

to speak? 

3. Have you seen any similar incidents when people are unable to 

speak for themselves? Why do you think that happened what 

prevented the person from speaking? 
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4. How can the gram sabha prevent the panchayat from doing what it 

likes? 

5. Prepare a chart on the four Varnas. Also describe all of them. 

6. Why do you think Panchayats are so important in our country? 

Write it in 80-100 words.  

7. Go to your near municipal office and write the functions and works 

under taken by them, also make a project file.    

8. On the physical map of world mark all the continents and ocean. 
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English 

1) Read chapter 6 and 7 of both books and write word-meaning of all the 

difficult words in your copy. 

2) Revise Parts of Speech and write five sentences of all kinds of Parts of 

Speech in a sheet of paper.   
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Science 

1. Complete activity !1&3 of chapter LIGHT. 

2. Make an electric circuit. 

 

 

 

 

 


